SOFTWARE FOR VIRTUAL TOURS

Abstract: The article discusses the methods and means of implementing a dialogue system using modern technologies of natural language processing, which will allow visitors to virtual art exhibitions to receive information about the exhibition, author and works in the form of an interactive conversation, which is built on the rules educational function in the "Exhibition" system, which modern web services of virtual exhibitions do not support.

The architectures of dialog systems, text classifiers, corpora of Ukrainian texts, means of implementation of dialog systems for web applications in JavaScript and Python are analyzed. Based on their capabilities, disadvantages and advantages, the tools for developing a virtual guide were chosen. The existing systems of artificial intelligence for excursions, namely the works of "Promobot" and "Pepper", are considered, as well as the existing dialogue systems "Siri" and "Alice". The necessity of creating the module "Guide" in the system "Exhibition" is revealed and substantiated. The architecture of the dialog system for conducting virtual tours in cooperation with the web service of art exhibitions has been designed.

The result is a dialogue system "Exi", which was integrated into a web service for organizing and conducting art exhibitions "Xolst". It has been experimentally proven that a virtual guide implements the necessary functionality for conducting tours, increases user interest in the exhibition, improves the perception of artwork and creates a positive emotional environment..
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Problem statement

Artificial intelligence is currently one of the most important areas in the field of information technology. Companies are trying to integrate decision-making systems, bots, voice capabilities, image processing into their products, because users have already got used to a fast and smart system. With the spread of three-dimensional graphics and VR-technologies, virtual reality has become popular [1], which cannot be said about art exhibitions, which despite their important role in aesthetic education, broadening horizons of ideological and material components, development of universal values, have lost their popularity and attract less and less people now.

In recent years, virtual tours have proven to be a promising area. Real exhibitions are turned into a virtual format using panoramic maps, in the foreign market there are platforms for creating and conducting virtual art tours by means of three-dimensional graphics online [2].
The problem is that virtual tours exclude the communication, and with it the informational function of exhibitions, which in the real world are performed by guides. Information to the works, if provided, then the usual textual description, which does not improve perception, which destroys the important task of the exhibition - the formation of the ability to analyze and develop the imagination [3].

It is possible to solve this problem by means of artificial intelligence in the field of natural language processing, but dialogue systems remain one of the most difficult tasks of computer science [4]. Their simplest implementations, chatbots, only partially fulfill their function. Full-fledged systems that process and generate natural language and perform tasks at the request of the user are few. The problem is increased by the scarcity of corpora of Ukrainian texts and data sets [5].

Therefore, it is desirable to implement the educational function in virtual tours, namely to introduce into the system "Exhibition" module "Guide" - a dialogue system-assistant, which will perform the function of forming a tour, means of attention, detail and problem statement; information function, answering questions about the exhibition and art theory; communication function, maintaining a conversation with the visitor. This will increase the audience of virtual tours.

Analysis of recent research and publications

The article [6] explores virtual spaces for the dissemination of cultural heritage, the study includes virtual experiments that were conducted by combining digital photogrammetry and computer 3D modeling. Two immersion instances are available for visualization and interaction with virtual environments: screen, keyboard and mouse (Desktop VR) and HTC Vive (VR visualization headset). We can see that the organization does not provide any organization of the tour itself. In a study [7], the authors test the hypothesis and assess the level of virtual walks around monuments and museum centers in Poland. The study used an evaluation model consisting of eight sub-indices, namely content, interactivity, support for people with disabilities, navigation, functionality, graphics, accessibility, additional features. From the results of the study, we observe that no tour provides user support with a guide, we also determine the same in the study [8].

The topic of applied digital gamification of museums is the closest to the implementation of a virtual guide. Thus, in the study [9] the authors give examples of software for question-answer games using chatbots. The authors note that because the principles of gamification are consistent with those that form the basis of human learning, which is based on play in childhood, it greatly helps to increase the cultural skills of visitors, with which I agree. The North Sea Oceanarium application, which simultaneously places visitors in the director's place, exploring exhibitions and encouraging them to create and publish their own content with augmented reality technology, is mentioned by the author in the article [10]. These applications also can not be considered the implementation of the tour, but they are a promising means of attracting attention and increasing the audience.
Summing up the research in the implementation of virtual tours, it is necessary to take into account the publication [11], in which the authors analyzed 100 mobile applications that were related to museum business, and noted that visitors can expect museum programs to offer basic information and support their navigation in the museum, but they should not expect that a typical application will have a lot of multimedia, gamified elements or augmented reality.

The use of AI technologies, in particular chatbots, in museums is considered in [12]. The authors provide a virtual museum guide "MAX", "Object Phone", which provides information on the exhibits, a chatbot, which allows users to follow different paths in the story of Anne Frank with brief information and links to additional content. From the research we understand that the software for organizing a dialogue with the visitor is based on the components of artificial intelligence, due to deep learning, focusing on identifying the intention (what information needs to be provided) and personalization of the content. That is, such chatbots are purposeful, provide information on request, which again is not a tour, but already implements part of it.

More about the capabilities and development of dialog agents in the articles [13, 14]. The authors analyze such architectural approaches to the construction of museum dialogue agents as machine learning, connection to knowledge graphs, understanding of natural language. The study emphasizes that the use of knowledge graphs is a key technology for conversational agents, but notes that modern software is not yet able to support natural everyday conversations with people.

From the analysis of recent research and publications, we see that the software for virtual tours does not currently exist. Existing systems rely on ready-made conversation routes or perform only a reference function. The development of such dialog agents does not require much effort, but is time consuming and based on a large body of text data. The Wit.ai, Google’s Dialogflow, IBM’s Watson, and other frameworks allow you to develop similar software, but are not at all designed to create a complex dialog system that is a virtual guide. Controlled or uncontrolled algorithms are used in machine-learning chatbots, segmentation and morphological analysis in natural language comprehension methods [13]. The development of software for virtual tours requires special information support, architecture using knowledge graphs and a combination of algorithms for machine learning, processing, understanding and generation of natural language.

The aim of the research is to improve the perception of works of art and the exhibition by visitors, through the implementation in the exhibition hall of a virtual guide who uses natural language processing techniques to form a tour of the exhibition, accompany the exhibition, guide and encourage visitors.
Presentation of the main material

Excursion is essentially a process in which the guide helps tourists to see the objects through which the theme of the tour is revealed, the guide gives the necessary information to understand the meaning of objects, helps to master the skills of self-observation and analysis of excursion objects [3]. The formation of the ability to see is divided into:

1. Aesthetic perception - the ability to see lines, colors, shapes, group them into complexes with the condition of perspective, light, air, angle.
2. Historical perception - the ability to find in the object characteristics and historical and cultural features, to see the evolution, the passage of time.

The model of interactive experience of visitors consists of three interacting contexts: physical (collection of structures and things presented by the exhibition), personal (unique experience and knowledge of a particular person), social (contact with other visitors, with a guide) [15].

Based on the model and definition of the tour as a process, we will form the main tasks of the guide [3]:

1. Choosing a topic.
2. Selection of literature and other sources of excursion material.
3. Selection and research of excursion objects.
4. Forming a map of the tour.
5. Drawing up of the individual text of excursion taking into account methodical receptions of carrying out excursions.

Let's define what are features at the automated virtual excursions. A virtual tour differs from a real one by displaying objects that visitors observe in cyberspace by means of computer graphics for self-analysis [16]. The advantages of this approach are accessibility, visibility, interactivity. From the above definition we see that in modern virtual exhibitions the role of the guide, as well as its implementation, is not considered. The new definition of a virtual tour offers: a combination of virtual space with simulated observation objects for self-perception and software of the dialog guide system for the implementation of the social context of the tour, focus and educational process.

To form the functional requirements for the tour software, we will consider such analogues of guides as works "Promobot" and "Pepper", chat-bot for the museum Casa-Museo Boschi Di Stefano, analogues of dialogue systems "Siri" and "Alice".

The robot "Promobot" [17] tells about the exhibits of the museum, answers the questions of visitors, using the information base and relevant sources of the Internet. Excursion from this work is a greeting, a tour of objects with information about the exhibits from the exhibition base, answers to questions, farewell to the opportunity to take a photo for memory. The Pepper robot [18] has perception modules, namely sensor sensors, LEDs and microphones, to recognize and interact with the person talking to him. The robot supports 20
degrees of freedom for natural and expressive movements, 15 languages, uses infrared sensors, bumpers, inertia unit, 2D and 3D cameras, as well as means for autonomous navigation. The tour is based on a similar principle as in the work "Promobot", but supplemented by emotional modeling, reaction to the mood and movements of people according to the algorithms for detecting facial emotions. The chatbot for the Casa-Museo Boschi Di Stefano recreates a conversation with a virtual character who creates a virtual adventure with tips from the exhibition halls [19]. The tour takes the form of a game, which allows visitors to gain research experience, but the support of the dialogue is implemented in the form of user choice of the answer, this guide also does not answer the question. The Siri Interactive Dialog System operates on a question-and-answer basis, based on context recognition and service delegation [20]. At the request of the user, the system performs the functions of the operating system itself, such as searching, creating documents, launching applications, which can be used in the web service of virtual art exhibitions. The Alice dialog-assistant system [21] also solves everyday tasks using Yandex services, supports dialogue on abstract topics using machine learning methods. The neural network of the system has been trained in a large selection of texts, including dialogues from social networks, which is why some users report cases of rude behavior and refusal to perform tasks. The possibility of abstract conversations must also be implemented in the tour software, taking into account the verification of the correctness of the data for the information base.

An architectural and algorithmic solution is proposed

From the study of analogues we can conclude that the introduction of the module of excursions to virtual tours can be implemented by means and methods of artificial intelligence, which work on dialogue systems-assistants and work-guides. The offered functionality of the automated system of virtual tour which is developed, adhering to the formed definition of virtual tour, is shown in Fig. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information component:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Providing information on request for the exhibition, author, artwork.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Providing information about the capabilities of the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The answer to visitors' questions on art theory.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational component:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Defining a tour map.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Formation of the description of an art work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Formation of the individual text of the tour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Survey of visitors on the subject of the tour.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social component:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Visitor salutation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Abstract conversation support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Personalization of the tour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Personalization of a virtual guide.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** Functional requirements for virtual tour software

To design the architecture of the system of organization and conduct of virtual tours, it is necessary to take into account the architecture of the web service of art exhibitions. Since most modern web services of virtual exhibitions are designed using PHP or JavaScript
frameworks, the first proposed architectural solution may be to place the dialog system module directly in the web service, for which it is necessary to explore the possibility of implementing a dialog system in JavaScript. The second proposed option for developing software for tours is to separate the software for tours to its own RESTful service. The second solution allows you to use Python for development, which implements many packages for working with natural language, but also requires the separation of the database of the web service itself. The architecture of the second proposed solution for the implementation of software for tours is shown in Fig.2.

![Figure 2. The architecture of the software package of web services for organizing and conducting virtual exhibitions and tours](image)

The proposed architecture allows you to encapsulate the logic of the guide from the web service of exhibitions, which simplifies its implementation. Distributed client-server architecture significantly reduces the load on the client's graphics subsystem, compared to the embedded JavaScript implementation, when loading and running NLP models is performed by a browser [22]. In a study of the possibilities of natural language processing in JavaScript, it was found that the download of the vector model of word representation required to represent the content can take up to 10 minutes if the model size is less than 800MB (for comparison, the original Ukrainian word2vec model weighs 7GB), which is unacceptable. This is not the only reason why it is proposed to choose a distributed architecture. It was found that there are the following most popular libraries and frameworks for natural language processing in JavaScript:

1. NLP.js - allows us to create a chatbot, by defining cues and answers, i.e. the text corpus of dialogues, which eliminates the implementation of additional system logic, such as the formation of the tour.

2. ml5.js - provides a text classifier and a model of vector word representation, but does not support the Ukrainian language, and a long time to load the model has already been mentioned.
3. tensorflow.js - contains text classifiers and a universal sentence decoder without the support of the Ukrainian language, as well as without the ability to retrain them on our own dataset. Has the functionality of building and training neural networks.

Summing up, it is determined that the basic principle of working with natural language in JavaScript is the creation of a neural network, so chatbots by JavaScript are a set of rules or a generative network in the dialog box [22]. For complex software with its own algorithms for forming the context of the dialogue currently has no means of implementation in JavaScript, namely, not identified the ability to implement morphological analysis to create knowledge graphs, the ability to work with models Glove, FastText, Word2vec, lemmatization, stemming, tokenization for normalization of the text. Therefore, preference is given to the decision to separate the tour service.

For interaction of services it is offered to choose REST architectural style, thus the web service of exhibitions needs to implement the graphic interface of the guide and algorithms of sending and processing of inquiries to service of excursions where it is offered to define the following controllers:

1. Initialization of excursions. After opening the virtual hall page, the web exhibition service sends the tour and user IDs to the web tour service. The system saves to the database of excursions information about the started session, creates graphs of knowledge on the excursion and its works, determines the map of the excursion, returns to the web service of exhibitions the identifier of the created excursion and the greeting text.

2. Visitor request. The web service sends a text request to the visitor with the tour ID obtained from the server in step 1. The system checks the context and status of the tour by ID, executes the necessary instructions in the dialog manager and returns the next step object to the web service. in the dialog box, the beginning of the tour, showing the picture by ID, the end of the tour. Algorithms for moving in the 3D space of the exhibition hall by work IDs must be implemented in the web service of exhibitions.

3. Completion of the tour. The system destroys all records in the database by the tour ID.

The dialog system of the web service of excursions can be implemented by the architecture of the following types [23]:

1. Rule-oriented systems, built by automatically deriving the rules on the basis of which decisions are made. The constructions of conditions and actions that are recognized by regular expressions or more complex methods of language recognition are prescribed. It consists of the following components: a base of rules, an interface of conclusions, which consists of compliance, conflict resolution, acts; and temporary working memory [24].

2. Neural network systems involve the use of neural networks to classify text according to user intentions, training generative models seq2seq based on dialog boxes to generate responses and more. Such an architecture allows you to handle intentions that were not used during network training.

3. Hybrid systems to solve the problem use more than one method of simulating intellectual activity [25]. That is, hybrid systems use both rules and machine methods.
For the operation of the dialog system of the virtual guide it is necessary to follow the instructions of the tour algorithm and at the same time determine the intentions of the user when he wants to get information, go to another job, finish working with the guide. Thus, it is necessary to implement a hybrid architecture of dialog systems.

Through the analysis of the subject area it is concluded that the logic of the virtual guide requires the following software components: dialog status tracker, dialog manager, intention classifier, tone classifier, generative network, components of SQL database (exhibition data), NOSQL database (knowledge base), creation and processing of graphs of knowledge, formation of the text of excursion, definition of the map of excursion, set of skills. The following scheme of interaction of the user with a complex of the software of virtual excursions which is resulted in Fig. 3.

Consider the proposed mechanism of interaction: the user opens the page of the virtual hall of the selected exhibition in the web service of art exhibitions, the service renders graphics and sends a request to the start controller of the web service tours. The initiation of the tour includes the creation of a map of the tour, the creation of graphs of knowledge, the generation of the tour. Creating a map of the tour is proposed to do on the basis of a description of works of art, determining the order of display of works by semantic similarity. The proposed algorithm calculates a content vector for each job description using the FastText model of vector representation of words, which demonstrates results more accurate.

Figure 3. The scheme of interaction of the user with a complex of the software of virtual tours
than word2vec, Glove, Doc2vec [26]. The Euclidean metric formula is used to determine the percentage of similarity of vectors:

\[
d(p,q) = \sqrt{(p_1 - q_1)^2 + (p_2 - q_2)^2 + \ldots + (p_n - q_n)^2}
\]

where \( p, q \) – points in \( n \)-dimensional space.

From the study of knowledge graphs it is determined that the most important for the construction are the nodes and edges between them. These nodes will be the entities present in the sentences. Ribs are relations that connect entities with each other. It is suggested to delete these elements using sentence grammar. The basic idea is to go through the sentences and remove the subject and object when and where they occur [27]. Creating knowledge graphs is performed using NLP tools such as sentence segmentation, parsing dependencies, pos-markup, entity recognition. It was found that for the Ukrainian language such a possibility is provided by the library morphological analyzer "pymorphy2", which is proposed to be used in algorithms. After analyzing the methodology of the excursion, it is determined that the tour should be built on the principle: not to provide a lecture description, and provoke self-analysis by paying attention to detail, making problematic issues, verbal tasks, imagination, abstraction [3]. Thus, the proposed algorithm of the tour consists of greetings, determining the purpose of the tour, a consistent review of works, evaluation of the exhibition, recommendations. The algorithm for reviewing a work of art can consist of a discussion of the title, author, details, quotations, history - depending on what information is contained in the column of the work. From the information base, the text is supplemented with phrases of logical transitions between works, questions to stimulate analysis and compassion.

The dialogue manager is responsible for conducting the tour and general work in the proposed system. The algorithm of its work is as follows: if the context of the dialogue does not fit the rules, the user's text request is passed to the classifiers. If the system is waiting for a positive-negative response, the request after normalization is sent to the key classifier, if the probability of the label is less than 80%, the request goes further to the classifier of intentions, the probability is less than 80% - in the generative seq2seq network. The implementation of the tone analyzer is possible in Count Vectorizer, Word Embedding, Pre-trained Embeddings, Convolutional Neural Networks, but the best result in the study (89.8% accuracy on the test set) showed a model of logistic regression through TF-Idf matrices. To recognize intentions (labels "functions", "about yourself", "start of the tour", "end of the tour", "recommendations", "evaluation", "to favorites", "note") it is proposed to implement a multi-class text classifier, possible variants of which:

1. KNN, a classifier of nearest neighbors, the algorithm of which assumes that such things are in close proximity to each other. If a data point is near another data point, it assumes that they both belong to similar classes.
2. BERT model. The BERT algorithm is based on the seq2seq model and transformers. The seq2seq model is a neural network that converts a sequence of words into another sequence and is able to connect words that seem important.

3. SGD, stochastic gradient decline. An approach to the establishment of linear classifiers and regressors for convex loss functions, such as vector support machines and logistic regression.

4. FastText-classifier. The softmax hierarchical layer is based on the Huffman coding tree, which uses shorter trees to represent more common classes and longer trees for more rare classes. The probability that this text belongs to a class is investigated by a deep search along the nodes in different branches.

Because the data sets are small in size, the best test result was shown by the SGD classifier (91% accuracy on the test set).

Information support for virtual tours, as determined by the analysis of the subject area, should contain data on the basic terminology of art, tour guide, functions of a virtual guide, a set of data for training classifiers and vector word representation models, a body of dialogues for training generative model. It is suggested to use the Brown Corpus of the Ukrainian language to train the model of vector representation of words, but for datasets of dialogues and classification the information support was collected independently from the manuals of art history and excursion business.

The practical result of the research

The proposed solutions for the implementation of virtual tour software were tested on the example of a virtual guide "Exi", which was integrated into the web service of organizing and conducting art exhibitions "Xolst", the implementation of which was investigated in [28].

RESTful tour service was developed using the Flask microframework. The framework contains a set of Werkzeug tools, as well as the Jinja2 template, has a minimalist framework for web applications, and deliberately provides only basic functions, which is why it was chosen. To interact with the tour server in the exhibition web service, the Ajax query algorithm is implemented taking into account the CORS-policy, which is supported by the Laravel framework, which was used in the development of the web service. The graphical interface of the virtual guide, the animation of the hall movement and the review of works were developed using the JavaScript language library "Three.js", which is used to create and display animated computer 3D graphics based on WebGL. The interface of the implemented software for excursions "Exi" integrated into the web service "Xolst" is shown in Fig. 4.

Experimental research

To verify the achievement of the goal of the study, an experiment was conducted in which 50 people took part, who were divided into the following groups: group "A" (10 - 16 y.o.); group "B" (16-22 y.o.); group "C" (22-30 y.o.); group "D" (30 - 40 y.o.); group
"E" (40 - 50 y.o.). There were 5 women and 5 men in each group. The participants of the experiment visited two virtual art exhibitions of the web service "Xolst". The same number of paintings was placed in each exhibition hall (9 works from the collection of fine arts of Gradobank [29]), the halls were the same in size and design. At the first stage of the experiment, participants visited the first exhibition unaccompanied by a guide, and then assessed their emotional environment on a scale from 1 (negative) to 10 (positive), and answered 5 test questions for the exhibition. In the second stage of the experiment, participants visited the second exhibition accompanied by the developed virtual guide "Exi", noted the emotional environment and took the test. The order of exhibitions for different participants changed. The results of the experiment are presented in the diagrams in Fig. 5.

Figure 4. Graphical software interface for organizing and conducting virtual tours

Figure 5. Diagrams of the results of experimental research

The "Emotional Environment" diagram shows the relationship between the groups of participants and the arithmetic mean of the emotional environment obtained from the participants. Blue color - data of the first stage, unaccompanied by a guide. Orange color - data of the second stage, accompanied by a guide. The results show an improvement in the assessment of the emotional environment for all groups from an average of 7.48 to 9.2, an improvement of 17.2% when accompanied by a virtual guide. The biggest difference is observed in group "B" (16-22 y.o.), this is due to the fact that for this age group chatbots and dialog agents are a common form of information.
The "Testing" diagram shows the ratio of groups of participants and the number of correct answers to test questions for the exhibition. The results show an increase in the number of correct answers for all groups from an average of 3.94 to 4.83, an improvement of 17.88% when accompanied by a virtual guide.

It has been experimentally proven that a virtual guide increases the user's interest in the exhibition, improves the perception of works of art and creates a positive emotional environment.

Conclusions

Methods and means of software implementation for conducting virtual tours are investigated. A new definition of a virtual tour is proposed, which takes into account the role of the guide in the educational function of the exhibition. The architecture of the software complex of web services of the organization and carrying out of virtual exhibitions and excursions is offered. The approach to generation of the individual text of excursion with use of graphs of knowledge is offered. A virtual guide "Exi" has been developed, which improves the perception of works of art and the exhibition itself by visitors.

In the prospects of further development of information support, optimization of neural networks of classifiers, adding emotional coloring of the guide, research of intellectual image processing of works to expand artistic description, module of processing and generation of sound speech, improvement of separate components of virtual tours.
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